Mo K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy has been used to probe as-isolated structures of the MOSC family proteins pmARC-1 and HMCS-CT. The Mo Kedge near-edge spectrum of HMCS-CT is shifted ∼2.5 eV to lower energy compared to the pmARC-1 spectrum, which indicates that as-isolated HMCS-CT is in a more reduced state than pmARC-1. Extended X-ray absorption fine structure analysis indicates significant structural differences between pmARC-1 and HMCS-CT, with the former being a dioxo site and the latter possessing only a single terminal oxo ligand. The number of terminal oxo donors is consistent with pmARC-1 being in the Mo VI oxidation state and HMCS-CT in the Mo IV state. These structures are in accord with oxygen-atom-transfer reactivity for pmARC-1 and persulfide bond cleavage chemistry for HMCS-CT. Figure 1. Mo K-edge XANES spectra of as-isolated HMCS-CT (black) and as-isolated pmARC-1 (red). Inset: Complete k = 18 spectra. Communication pubs.acs.org/IC
M embers of the molybdenum cofactor (Moco) sulfurase Cterminal (MOSC) domain superfamily of pyranopterin molybdenum (Mo) proteins are known to play significant roles in Moco maturation, prodrug activation, detoxification of possible mutagens, and the regulation of intracellular nitric oxide (NO) levels. 1−4 Moco sulfurase proteins are essential for the activation of Mo enzymes of the xanthine oxidase family. In this activation process, the N-terminal domain of Moco sulfurase decomposes free L-cysteine with concomitant release of sulfur, which is subsequently transferred to the Moco that is bound to the C-terminal domain of the protein. 5, 6 Once sulfurated Moco is generated, the MOSC domain is capable of activating its target enzymes in a final maturation step. In addition to Moco sulfurases, the MOSC superfamily in eukaryotes also comprises the mitochondrial amidoxime reducing component (mARC) proteins, which are located in the outer mitochondrial membrane and catalyze the Moco-dependent reduction of a diverse range of N-hydroxylated substrates that include amidoximes, N-hydroxysulfonamides, and N-hydroxyguanidines. 4,7−12 Many of these substrates serve as prodrugs that are readily absorbed in the stomach and intestines and then are converted to their active forms by mARC enzymes. In spite of the role that mARC plays in prodrug activation, its exact biological function remains elusive. Yet, because of the known function of Moco sulfurases, a general role of MOSC proteins in metal−sulfur cluster biogenesis has been discussed. 13 Both mARC and Moco sulfurase have been shown to be related based on their sequence similarity 13, 14 but have yet to be characterized by X-ray crystallography. This fundamental gap in the knowledge base has hindered our ability to determine key structure/function relationships for MOSC family proteins. Here, we use a combination of X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) and extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) at the Mo K-edge to probe the coordination environment of plant mARC isoform 1 (pmARC-1) and the human Moco sulfurase C-terminal domain (HMCS-CT).
The XANES spectra for as-isolated, aerobic pmARC-1 and HMCS-CT are presented in Figure 1 . These spectra derive from the promotion of a Mo 1s core electron to valence molecular orbitals and are therefore sensitive probes of the geometric and electronic structures of the Mo sites. 15 The XANES spectrum of pmARC-1 is shifted ∼2.5 eV to higher energy relative to that of HMCS-CT, which indicates that as-isolated pmARC-1 is more oxidized than HMCS-CT. The 1s → MoO transition is clearly observed at ∼20,006 eV in the pmARC-1 spectrum, and its relative intensity is indicative of a greater number of terminal oxo ligands 16−20 bound to the Mo ion in pmARC-1 compared to HMCS-CT. This observation, coupled with the ∼2.5 eV edge shift, is consistent with the Mo ion of pmARC-1 being a dioxo Mo VI site and HMCS-CT possessing a monooxo Mo IV site. 21 We have used EXAFS to determine the number of terminal oxo ligands and provide details regarding the nature of the first coordination sphere. The pmARC-1 EXAFS and best fit to the data are presented in Figure 2 . The best fit to the data reveals a single oxygen shell consisting of two terminal oxo ligands (mean d MoO = 1.76 Å) and one sulfur shell comprised of three sulfur donors (mean d Mo−S = 2.47 Å). Additional fits to the data are included in Table 1 . The presence of two terminal oxo donors is consistent with the observation of the intense 1s → MoO transition that is observed in the pmARC-1 XANES spectrum. Analysis of the EXAFS data results in a proposed structure ( Figure 4A ) for pmARC-1 that is remarkably similar to oxidized sulfite oxidase (SO), with two terminal oxo ligands, a pyranopterin dithiolene, and a coordinated cysteine. Although the electron paramagnetic resonance spectra of pmARC and the "low-pH" forms of SO are similar, 28 pmARC-1 does not possess the SO (SUOX) fold, 22 suggesting that the MOCS family proteins are distinct from the SO family enzymes. As such, there is no a priori evidence that suggests that mARC and the SO family enzymes possess similar active site geometries.
The HMCS-CT EXAFS ( Figure 3 ) is markedly different from that of pmARC-1, as was anticipated from the differences observed in the XANES spectra. More specifically, the relative intensities of the oxo shell at 1.71 Å and sulfur shell at 2.47 Å are reversed with respect to the pmARC data, and this indicates that the ratio of oxo to sulfur ligands in HMCS-CT is different from that observed for pmARC-1. The best fit to the HMCS-CT EXAFS is obtained with two oxygen shells consisting of a single terminal oxo ligand (d MoO = 1.70 Å) and a longer Mo−O vector at 2.49 Å, and a single sulfur shell comprised of three sulfur donors (mean d Mo−S = 2.47 Å). Analysis of the HMCS-CT EXAFS data results in the proposed structure depicted in Figure  4B , where the Mo IV ion is coordinated by a single terminal oxo, a pyranopterin dithiolene, a cysteine or cysteine persulfide, 2,6 and possibly a weakly bound aqua ligand or light atom donor (i.e., nitrogen, oxygen) from a protein-derived ligand. Attempts to model the data with a coordinated persulfide donor did not improve the quality of the fit. Thus, the coordination geometry of as-isolated HMCS-CT appears to be similar to that of reduced SO family enzymes.
In summary, we have used Mo K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) to illuminate differences in the coordination geometry of the MOSC family proteins pmARC-1 and HMCS-CT. The proposed structure of as-isolated pmARC-1 is consistent with a dioxo Mo VI site similar to that found for oxidized enzymes of the SO family. While the exact biological function of the mARC proteins is not known, mARC proteins have been shown to function as oxygen-atom-transfer catalysts in the reduction of amidoxime prodrug substrates. Thus, the structure supports a proposed catalytic cycle with the Mo ion cycling between monooxo Mo IV and dioxo Mo VI oxidation states and an oxygen atom transferring from the substrate to the Mo center. Two sequential e − /H + transfer steps regenerate the catalytically competent Mo IV state. The XAS structure proposed for HMCT-CT is unique in that it is the only human pyranopterin molybdenum protein that is in the reduced monooxo Mo IV state in its as-isolated form. The Mo IV oxidation state is consistent with HMCS-CT accepting a sulfur atom from the HMCS N-terminal domain to form a Mo-bound cysteine persulfide. Persulfide coordination to Mo has been suggested for HMCS 2, 6 and periplasmic nitrate reductases. 23 P41GM103393). The contents of this publication are solely the responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official views of NIGMS or NIH. We thank SSRL staff and scientists, especially Matthew Latimer, Erik Nelson, and Ritimukta Sarangi, for their support at BL 7-3.
